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"Quality is Priceless"

Doug Keim, a custom bike builder, after years of dedication is getting his rewards and
recognition.

(PRWEB) January 16, 2005 -- Creative Cycles is a family-owned and operated business that is the result of the
passion, love and enjoyment it's owners have found in motorcycles and motorcycling. From their childhood
thru adulthood, with years of motorcycling experience between them, Doug and Ann Marie Keim formed
Creative Cycles, Inc. Not only were they able to build a fine business and assemble some outstanding
motorcycles, they met some marvelous friends, but hopefully they have been able to spark the very same
passion into someone else.

Please take your time, and visit our site. Maybe, just maybe, you too might feel the spark. And remember, this
site is updated regularly, so stop back often to recharge your spark!

At Doug Keim Creative Cycles motorcycles are a product of passion, not greed.

We still build motorcycles the old fashion way ... one at a time!

A custom motorcycle should be unique, a one of a kind.

It should challenge tradition. It should provoke thought.

Foremost, it's quality should reflect the time and effort that went into crafting it.

A Doug Keim Creative Cycles product may not always be the least expensive, however if innovation, pride,
quality and craftsmanship are important to you, then your decision is simple .... "Quality is Priceless"

Creative Cycles is please and proud to have, once again, been chosen as the Best Motorcycle Shop in
Monmouth/Ocean Counties in the Readers Poll for 2005.

Thanks to all those who took the time out to vote for us - we really appreciate it and thank you again!

Doug and Creative Cycles have been asked to participate in the 2005 Hard Rock Roadhouse Tour!! He'll join
some other great builders in creating a bike to wow the custom bike afficianado. Watch for pics as the build
progresses!
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Contact Information
Peggy Stewart
COSMIC ENTERTAINMENT,LLC
http://www.cosmicentertainments.com
6087540083

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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